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Arbiter, March 5

Students of Boise State College
Christian argues man’s actions are socially learned including such responses as the conflict in beauty. Indeed, this exercise was taught on our college campuses. The University of Idaho graduate gave his talk this year. Formerly he has taught at Idaho State, Montana State and Utah. He was questioned by ARBITER reporter Brent Peterson: ARB.

You hold a view that there are no such things as biological needs, drives or instincts. man's behavior is learned. Why?

I think, frankly, all we can say about man's basic is that he has some, even that doesn’t last long. It mean social insticts don't support. I think it's not a matter that we have the potential to develop a great variety of interests but there are driven, inherited or necessary need we don’t define them as. I think the question amounts to what to do with this potential. It's almost as if the idea is that we have come out of the past and are moving here and don't have instincts and drives and all this sort of thing. But this a consequence of the tremendous order and complex to which the human mind has evolved and the recursions into that mind. I think this just doesn't apply. There are too many variable elements of what we need to think man was, basically, from the same sort of point of view it's one of the lesser or less of the world we live in some way that we really construct symbolically. The needs and drives are the meat of our needs and drives that have social origins, not physiological ones. I read really, in 1933 ARB.

Using your sociological view, how do you see our need for the campus such as Kent State and San Francisco State? I think that sort of thing develops as a consequence of our own values or our own definitions which are generated really in the family and peer group, and in the case of Kent State, in the college community. And of course there was a national and cultural theme to which the students and the military were responding. You get the situation where confusing values tend to be expressed, emphatically. In opposing groups in the society Violence on the campus is one of the results of such a conflict from my point of view this emphasizes the thesis that we actually create our determinations. I think the world and when we have manipulated created such determinations and plans a great deal of in truth because the commitment we are prepared to support at a cost of interests. ARB is violent support of a view, in your estimation, valid at any time?

No, Frankly, If I have to kill you to show you how right I am, I think there is something/terms out of our understanding, not of our values, determinations and source. And I have to kill you to show you how right I am, I think I was out of line. ARB is the situation in Indo China, along with the invasions into Cambodia and Laos, a profitable kind of violence? E. You are the comic strip writer of Pogo. Pogo has Pogo say in one place. We have found the dreams and the idea is us. This is almost a perfect characterisation of what is happening in Southeast Asia.

One of the reasons we can’t win it is because we are fighting ourselves and we are fighting our own inability to define what victory means. We are fighting the rather monotonous ego of most Americans who come from the greatest countries in the world. We can’t fail. Interestingly enough we are destined to fail in Southeast Asia because part of the enemy is our own value system, our own ideas and thoughts. It is like the American male who is supposed to be superior in every way when he compares himself to the female. Any time you are counting that sort of ego and look at the mirror, not knowing it’s a mirror you’re likely to see a person there who you want to try and be superior to. That’s what we are trying to be in Southeast Asia. You are trying to win a war militarily and we are suppling the enemies with the art, social posessionally, and maternally, he needs that fight. It’s really, as many ways, a fight against ourselves ARB. Are there any telltale signs of the academic community about to go by the wayside and become a big instance of Kent State and San Francisco State? E. Yes, One of the things you have to do is believe what the students are saying as opposed to what the faculty is saying our administration is doing. You have to believe people. When you have a segment of a student body that you are going to change when you don’t have a segment of you are going to change. Frankly, it has been our inability to listen, long before this time that has created a lot of the confusion. For example, at Kent State there have been some educational students that are a lot of the confusions. We have thrown out the entire curriculum and said it is time to start over because what we have been calling education majors are not made of a tour well culled and that they have no place for four years. We don’t see education majors as having the same goals as the students. We just see educational majors as having the same goals as the students. We just see educational majors as having the same goals as the students. We just see educational majors as having the same goals as the students. We just see educational majors as having the same goals as the students. We just see educational majors as having the same goals as the students. We just see educational majors as having the same goals as the students. We just.
There appears to be a few disillusioned people on the Boise State campus with the outcome of the recent ASB Constitution referendum. The main hassle comes in the Section Two, Clause One of the Article Five: Elections and Qualifications, students shall have a 2.0 GPA at the time of candidacy for ASB office. Considering the condition on the ballot gave the voters a choice whether the constitution should read 2.25 or whether it should read 2.00.

An overwhelming majority of the 663 voters voted yes for the entire constitution in its original, possibly overlooking the selection of the 2.25 clause.

There has been word that a petition is circulating asking for a recall election to clarify the grade point average dispute. Although, there is, however, no petition document in jeopardy. During the recall, if it occurred, the ASB would be under no formal constitution until the dispute was settled.

May result from constitution outcome

Presently, there is word that a petition is being circulated throughout the campus asking for a recall of the Feb. 26 referendum concerning the ASB constitution. In the event the constitution is recalled, the entire document will be jeopardized. This is not necessary.

Instead of recalling the entire document, leaving ASB without any constitution until the controversy is ended, perhaps petition ASB with 5 percent of ASBSC signatures would be much more reasonable. What is needed is a petition for the entire constitution.

Apparent, in any case, the 2.0 GPA doesn't represent the intelligence contained in the amendment. To prove their point, not, women are not inferior and inferior to men and less some people feel women are giving it an irrelevant rationality, much sense presently trying to buy off the local Editor.

The ARBITER

Letters to the Editor

Editor, the ARBITER:
In a recent ARBITER article the word "responsible" was used to describe the scholastic who are presently trying to buy off the women students at BSC. Responsible is hardly the correct word. The idea is to make the present discrimination against women seem less obvious by giving it an irrelevant rationality. This rationality makes as much sense as that of a non-coed who tries to sell him her on an air cooler. This is, no sense at all.

The crux of the matter is some people feel women are inferior and against intelligent. To prove their point they like to look women up at night, like the inmates at the local prison. Well, believe it or not, women are not inferior and no less intelligent than men. They have just as much right as men to run their own lives, and that includes free access to their dorm.

It seems that women have hours because at 18 years of age they lack the ability to run their own lives. In other words, they are irresponsible, naive, incompetent, and scattered brain people. State law, however, says that women are 18 years of age can marry and take on all the responsibilities of marriage without parental consent. At the same time an 18 year old male cannot even leave the dorm when he pleases. This inconsistency between state law and BSC's regulations appears even greater when it is realized that college women are supposedly among the more intelligent of our female population. BSC's regulations are in short an insult to the intelligence of every woman who attends the college.

The present plan for next year is that women with a 2.0 GPA after their freshman year and 2.25 GPA after their first semester as a freshman may as well live at the local prison. Why this restriction?

Since does a woman's right to free access to the place where she lives not take care of her own needs, live for herself, and not depend on others to do for her? Besides, women are not inferior people who like to feel superior and who have large egos to keep up with will disappoint with me but this does not alter the facts. If the women are living at RMC because they do not capvauling home to their home life. If there are women at BSC who do not capvauling home when these qualifications they should be in a dorm where at an institution of higher learning.

Women's hours at RMC reflect anachronistic tradition, misconception with state law, unmitigated reasoning, and apparently a rude superstitious complex on the part of BSC's administrators and student body. This should be corrected and must be much right. Women have just as much right as men to free access to the dorm. The present restrictions on women result from bias and prejudice, not reason or intelligence.

There is an old saying that you can lead a horse to water, but you cannot make him drink. As far as RMC is concerned, this applies only to men. A woman, says BSC's regulations and administrators, cannot be threatened with being locked up at night to the extent they will drink (tears). This is ridiculous as the old saying if you make every student take Greek and Latin, they do better at math and science.

Women at BSC, you are being had, and if you expect to be treated as responsible, equal human beings, you had damn well be free to stand up for your rights!

P.S.

Petitions for recall or amendments

There is a solution. An amendment to the constitution can be proposed by petitioning the membership of the ASBSC and presenting those qualified signatures to the ASB Senate. A recall measure would take petitioning of 10 percent of the student body and jeopardize the document in full at the same time.

At present, the 2.25 clause does not come with the student handbook, which may students looking for any office in campus organizations must have a 2.00 at time of candidacy and must maintain that level throughout tenure of office.

There is also some feedback that students did not understand what they were voting for on the constitution referendum amendment. In any case, the GPA qualifications in the ASB Constitution and the college standard in the student handbook should be in compliance with each other. If they are not, students could protest the rule change in the ASB Constitution by referring to the rule tagged "college standard." This inequity could hold up ASBSC elections indefinitely.

Editor, the ARBITER:
As a student at Boise State College, and as a poll watcher during the amendment ratification Friday, I must protest the ratification of Amendment No. 1 on the following grounds:

1. Illegible and obscure wording of both amendments.
2. The general confusion in voting by the use of all capital letters, and according to propositions, caused by the vague wording contained in these amendments. Most average student didn't know what the hell he was voting for, or against.

Sincerely
Stephen A. Varbrughe

Editor, the ARBITER:
Alan D. Barnes
Feb. 15 and 16 will be two days we shall remember the rest of our lives, and with hearts filled with warmth and gratitude.

Many credit the Boise State College staff, those wonderful faculty, Mrs. Klein and the generous student body.

Thank you all for making it possible.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Evelyn Butalla
Robin J. Raymond
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Constitution passes by wide margin . . . recall hinted

The final tabulations have been made after last week's vote on the new ASB Constitution. It passed by a 663 to 84 margin, just 15 votes short of the quorum plus two needed for passage.

Surprisingly enough to some, 579 persons voted for the entire document as it stood, with the 2.25 GPA clause, limited to those students with at least that mark, the privilege to run for office in the spring general election.

Explanations apparently got a little muddled; 157 students voted for the 2.00 GPA amendment on question two of the ballot, but not wanting question one, the constitution itself. Those votes had to be disqualified.

At the ASB Senate meeting Tuesday night, Vice President Lee Merry said the Election Board counted a total of 157 students,加分ey, Rex Reagan, Senator at large, working diligently on the election setup.

But to interpret the results of the election, he said the small turnout could not be attributed to bad publicity. The issue has been taken up in the ARBITER four weeks in a forum had been conducted in the SUB and the constitution had been discussed in open Senate meetings.

He said the large overwhelming vote for the 2.25 GPA clause, limited to those officers with higher grade point averages on the campus would not understand the question on the ballot.

Some talk has apparently been moving on campus for a recall of the document, but Mercy warned that if such action ensued, the ASB would not be working under any document, excluding both the old and newly adopted ones.

He said for all those persons who wish to recount the ballots they are on file in the ASB offices in the Student Union.

Black Student Union passes by wide margin . . . recall hinted

The Student Senate last week gave official recognition to a Black Student Union for the Boise State campus.

In an interview with Bill Barnes, vice-president and spokesman for the group, they were brought to light. Barnes emphasized the group is non-voluntary in philosophy plans to direct action to such areas as a River Street playground renewal effort and increasing scholarship opportunities for black students.

Following several recommendations of the Judicial Council, Barnes gave his reactions, "Since we received them at 3 p.m. on Tuesday and the Senate meeting was at 4 p.m. I thought the timing of them was, to say the least, inappropriate. Also the suggestions irrelevant, ammunitual and incapable."

'The suggestions were a repeat of what is already in the ASB Constitution, that we do not feel it's necessary to have the same kinds of things again in club formats." Barnes declared that with the amount of scholarships available on campus, "It is a shame that no one is making use of them."

"If we, as an organization, can help in educating our own people, then that's a great asset to us."

Barnes added, "We want to show ourselves to the people of Boise as a constructive organization."

One unique quality of black America is that it takes care of its own. Barnes was asked why the intense feeling. He replied, "Personal opinion says that together you stand and divided you fall. It goes for almost anything. If the white and black are divided, this country is going to fall. If we stand together, this country is going to rise."

At the same time, the black group was gaining recognition on campus a "black woman's organization" sponsored the appearance of a retired Air Force colonel. Arch Roberts, Barnes tagged his outlook this way, "This type of attitude is typical of the white racist, bigot that we have in this country. We are human beings and we want the rights guaranteed us in the federal constitution. We won't settle for anything less."

"These people such as the colonel refuse to show that we want these rights and we aim to get them one way or another."

As there still hope for non-voluntary recognition, Barnes said, "This idea is really left up to the individual. Speaking for myself, I believe it is right, but it is not us to be voluntary unless you are pushed to it. But when you ask what other recourse we have to take, what other is there?"

"We have talked for so long and now, seemingly, as advocated by some of our leaders in the nation, the only way is the violent way."

There has been remarkable improvement but there is a long way to go, everything takes time, Barnes stated.

Barnes added the ISU will attempt to bring more blacks on campus. He said, "This means not only students but instructors and counselors as to what the culture and drug people our background and some of the things there have been ignorant of. The group currently has 20-30 members and plans to seek other black students to join their cause.

Senate discusses funded organizations directive sent to Morrison

Announcement of Senate bill to establish financial procedures for the allocation and expenditure of ASB funds. It will receive its second reading Tuesday.

Appointments to be considered by the Senate Tuesday include L. R. McDowell, Communications Board, and Gary Hamilton, Foreign Films Committee.

Sharon Barnes

Legislative Report: Snow says Idaho political process out of line

When Rep. Harold Snow, assistant Majority leader, talk of elections today, he is not talking about an election in one's home county. That's a local election. That's not what he is talking about.

Snow, R-Moscow, is concerned about the political process in the state and circles and these days he's not making many friends among members of his own party's state central committee. The reason is simple: a good many of those enough to call himself a moderate and a number of those members will lose their jobs if their reform package is adopted.

The floor leader declares Idaho's political process is greatly out of line with the one man, one vote concept of the U.S. Supreme Court.

Iowa political process is out of line

When Rep. Harold Snow, assistant Majority leader, talk of elections today, he is not talking about an election in one's home county. That's a local election. That's not what he is talking about.

Snow, R-Moscow, is concerned about the political process in the state and circles and these days he's not making many friends among members of his own party's state central committee. The reason is simple: a good many of those enough to call himself a moderate and a number of those members will lose their jobs if their reform package is adopted.

The floor leader declares Idaho's political process is greatly out of line with the one man, one vote concept of the U.S. Supreme Court.
Programmed learning marks a new era in teaching

Last week John R. Lynch of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory visited the Boise State campus. Lynch is an expert in self-learning methods, especially programmed learning, and his appearance here marked a new era in teaching. Programmed learning is a set of information in logical sequence which allows the student to respond, reward him for correct response, and let him learn at his own pace. It can be a book, film, tape, or videotape.

Well-planned programs would be available to students any time and would free professors from tedious routine. The time it takes students to complete their brachycurriculums would be shortened. Because the cost of education is high, large student groups are necessary. In a class of 300 students, some are sure to get lost. A videotape of a lecture, some background material in a slide projection, or a programmed book would help them a lot.

Though new media is definitely coming to ISC, no one at this point knows what's going to happen. Gerald Wallace, Dean of Education, says the implementation of program has been left to the various departments. Remedial courses and most introductory courses will probably be programmed as well as some Home Economics, Nursing, and Business Courses.

The new Curriculum Resources Center, housed in the Formal Lecture Hall I building, will hold carrels, slide projections, microfilms and perhaps videotapes. The Center is building up its inventory of tapes and films and has just ordered a teaching machine and programmed set on basic electricity.

ISC will also have in the near future an educational television station, KCID, located on the ground floor of the Curriculum Resources Center. KCID will provide closed-circuit television on campus and educational television programs to ten southwestern counties. It will eventually tie in with the educational networks at the University of Idaho and Idaho State to bring educational television to the total state for public schools and the people.

The state network could tie in with any educational network programming. KCID will be the air next January.

"We do a student an injustice by 'telling him' and we do him a favor by guiding him to learn for himself those things which can be no learned," according to John B. Barnes, President, Boise State College, January 27, 1971. New media means a better college.
Wally Benton well on way to recovery at Elk's Center, shows courage, determination

Just about six months ago, a 27-year-old Boise State student leaped from a parachute to his death. He was Wally Benton, a student by unconsciousness on the Boise campus, and after plummets to the ground when his parachute collapsed during a skydiving exhibition. He was clutching the first gain of a season. shortly after five long months at St. Alphonso, former BSC Skydiver and President Wally Benton is now a patient at the Elk's Center, receiving therapy for his mending legs and muscles.

It was in a plane that he was lying under the willow of a parachute, and that's what Wally Benton, tough and optimistic, is now doing. The now bearded parachutist, his first agonizing therapy to get the hard work facing him.

His voice says with the almost flat.

In an interview Tuesday with the Elk's Center, Benton, and it seems that it is natural for one who has such a head on his shoulder. He was clutching the now bearded parachutist, his first agonizing therapy to get the hard work facing him.

"Get up in the morning and the first thing they do is put ice packs on both legs to ease the pain for when they start working with them.

"One of several therapists comes and stands on each leg for half an hour to get them to bend further. After that, they move to the floor to do certain exercises on a machine that seems to strengthen your muscles."

His regular classes are strenuous and long, but the people are great. In an intensive program here:

And now, a wheelchair.

In four hours a day, Benton attends transfer classes, learning how to get from a wheelchair to a couch and how to maneuver the chair over curbs.

In great spirits he says, "When I first came here, they said I learned to use a wheelchair I thought I was a God joke. But I came to a curb out here, and they said it had to do with it. I would do a wheelchair or else just run into a curb and crush!"

He's got the technique mastered now.

Since the afternoons sessions, which change structure with the progress, Benton moves up to water circulation therapy tank to relax and tone his muscles. He says he would like to be walking in about two weeks when he will have a brace fitted to carry all his weight on his hip, giving his right leg pressure release. Hard work means pain, and his difference since he got out of the hospital and came to the center is I thought it would be out of the pain factor. But here, it just starts all over again. I'm surprising how much your body deteriorates in five months. It's a process in my learning to walk again.

"Before coming to the Elk's Center and started lifting weights, I would try to raise a muscle in my arm, but it was flat. Now there is muscle. Seriously, I feel that if I am not going through some pain, I am not working hard enough. It's pretty important that I can walk again. I don't care how long it takes." For practice in walking, Benton humorously notes, "They let me walk in front of a mirror down between the rails so you can see what you look like."

He adds, "But there is something you have to fight everyday. Desire and challenge are a lot of it to be able to walk again. Benton says it's going to take a year or more to get back into shape, particularly attending therapy sessions. You feel the gas, you feel the heat and you are sweating. It is a real severe burn in my right leg, but the brace should help."

The person who has most helped Benton in his physical recovery is a man who knows about compassion—his orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Keath Taylor.

Some doctors feel they should not be too deeply involved with their patients, but he has really worked hard with them and others who experience extreme pain.

Fear and overcoming it

Skydiving is second nature to Benton, and he has a natural progression in the following minutes. He discusses how he filed the field and comments on his teammates' launch during the national competition. Benton first used a friend skydiver in a shopping center.

The accident relates. "There were a lot of kids competition. The team was just initiated last year and he says, "to be number one is a pretty strong accomplishment."

"But it is not totally due to the competitive abilities we have. I would say that 50 percent of it is due to the Student Senate's support. It's very important that we never have made it.

"It's the only two teams that beat us, in overall competition, Air Force and West Point, and I did so because they did have more financial support. The Air Force has $10,000 a year to work with! I think we did pretty well." If you are thinking—

Benton has valuable advice for anyone wanting to try the phenomenal diving sport. "The most important thing would be to have long talks with yourself and take training into serious consideration. You have to really absorb what you learn, because it's your life you're talking about. Safety and training are both important." Benton thanks all

Benton expressed many kinds of gratitude. "I have contributed to his moral and life sustaining support in the last months."

"To all the students at the college and groups and fraternities. Without them I would not be as far as I am right now. They made it possible for me to keep my outside line going, and they have been the main factor in my recovery. If you have to worry about things on the outside, it doesn't help much. It has given me time to concentrate on trying to get back in shape."

To the administration: When I walk, how I walk, if I walk, their help has been a big factor. Mr. (Bob) Gibb, Dr. (William) Henry and Dr. (John) Barnes have given me a lot of help. If it had not been for the support of the college, things would have been turned around quite a bit."

His last comment is in typical Benton style. "I just would like to thank all the people who have not made a parachute jump to go to one of our meetings, listen and think it over."

For a man to say that about the sport which nearly took his life, it has to be something else.

Once a marketing student at Boise State, he says he wants to return to academic studies next semester. You just have to be Will. That's the kind of person he is.

Jane Dunn

FORMER BSC SKYDIVER: President Wally Benton sits near the landing area during an exhibition. He says he will be out there with the team sooner than anyone realizes. (Photo by Dick McDowell)
the INSIDE SOUND
by tim messmer

With the greatest respect to Janis Joplin’s passing, it seems only fair to remember her last and climactic artistic adventure Pearl.

With a new band, Full Tilt Boogie, Janis Joplin sang the blues with a complete group, ton of soul, and she added that special element that captures her listeners total amazement. Playing along, the Full Tilt Boogie swings, wails, harmonies and puts “Pearl” into the perfect score of righteousness that exposes the siltiness of Janis Joplin to the point of musical orgasm.

If you fell in love with her earlier stages with Big Brother and the Holding Co., Janis Joplin with Full Tilt Boogie will add the few missing denouements that express musical genius at its very highest point.

Students! You can purchase this album at the Bon Marche Record Shop, where they have the largest selection of fine listening sounds in Boise.

Steppenwolf nears sellout, reserve tickets available

"The tickets are going like wildfire for the STEPPENWOLF concert," according to Assistant Student Union Director Gary Kleeman, who said Tuesday that day's receipts amounted to $1,700.

The concert is scheduled for Saturday night, March 6, at the Boise State Gymnasium, 7:30 p.m. Tickets for BSC students are $2.50, and general admission is $3 and $5. Outlets are the Student Union Information Booth, Leadville West, Alexander's, downtown Boise, and Vista, the Music Box in Nampa, and Dorsey's Music in Caldwell.

STEPPENWOLF will be coming in from Chicago to team up with Mark/Almond from England, a new group with the sound of the debut Goober, Stills, Nash and Young.

Mat Cockette president Mike Magnum says STEPPENWOLF has been cleaning up their style for the last six months, and their stage show has greatly improved. He said they are doing things along the line of Chicago and Three Dog Night, using more acoustic sound equipment.

The band has had four gold albums and more singles. They have been rated Number One hard rock band in the nation. Mark/Almond plays 32 different instruments between them, but they feature no conventional drums. Two of the members at the time played with John Mayall on his " Turning Point" album.

Tickets for the concert are going fast. Get yours now.

STEPPENWOLF
In CONCERT
Live in the BSC gym MARCH 6th
ALSO Mark - Almond from England

Advance tickets in:
BSC sub; Alexanders;
Music Box; and
Dorsey's Music - Caldwell

Presented by Associated Student Body
Wednesday night I dropped in at the Sub-al Theatre and caught their current production, Twelfth Night. Any student who misses this show, which is free to students, and later complains that there is never anything to do at BNC deserves to be bailed. We have an extraordinary drama department here at Boise State and if you'll take the time to see this show, I'm sure you'll agree.

From the standpoint of enlightenment and culture, plays cannot be beaten. Dramatic productions are ranked right up there with ballets and concerts among the prestigious cultural events, and they have one advantage. Drama is a form of entertainment which does not require any particular training or effort to appreciate. It does not belong to the upper class and sophisticated; it belongs to everyone.

Twelfth Night is a comedy by Shakespeare and the only way I can think to sum up the plot would go something like this. Boy number one meets girl number one and falls in love. To his chagrin his affections are not returned and

By chance girl number two is shipwrecked and cast up on the island. She disguises herself as a boy and becomes the favorite of boy one (who is, by the way, a duke). Boy one sends girl two to plead his case with girl one. Girl one, unfortunately, falls in love with girl two. (This is not as bad as it sounds because girl one is fooled by the disguise as the rest.)

Meanwhile, girl two has fallen madly in love with boy one, the duke. This is not appreciated by boy one who is strictly hetero and not too good at seeing through disguises. Girl two, at the same time, is less than enthusiastic about girl one's affections for her.

At this point boy number two appears upon the scene. Coincidentally, boy two is girl two's shipwrecked brother (same ship) He is also, as close as is allowable, her exact double. The doubles are dressed alike, naturally, providing innumerable sources of comedy through error. I will leave you in suspense of the ending. Bear in mind that this is a comedy.

Outside of the plot are several comical counter-plots perpetrated by an assortment of fools, drunks, pranksters, knight, and relatives.

Although it is difficult, at first, to get into the plot, the audience slowly becomes aware of what is transpiring. Shakespeare proves that Renaissance playwrights were not necessarily Puritans and some of the lines may surprise you if you thought good old Shakespeare was above that sort of thing.

It seems unfair to give special commendation to any member of the cast when each character has earned praise, however, some stars outshine the others. Jim Bottoms displays a surprising variety of skills as a singer, jester, instant doctor, and even as Malvolio for an instant at the end.

The regular Malvolio, John Elliot, demonstrates his unreal talent to portray any character imaginable. He kept the audience in stitches with some of the straightest lines ever delivered.

Marylin Miller is a regular full of the who's who of the school and seems constant on the verge of young supernova at Maru, the sweet young prankster with the heart taint.

Sam Johnson and Van Greve, as Sr. John Blikh and Srd. Andrew Spercheck respectively, are the wonderful drunkens that are essential to great comedy. They are a truly lovable pair of scoundrels, perpetrating pranks and disgraces.

Finally, I must mention Cory Rowland who plays Viola or Cervario, depending upon the time and place. Viola is girl number two if you will recall my summary.

There were only two things wrong with the evening so far as I could observe. First, the theatre was only half full. Secondly, I happened to overhear the girls behind me worrying about getting back to Marian Hall before closing time after the play got out. They had three minutes to make the run across town so as not to be punished for attending a school function. Hope you made it okay girls.

Terry Ertter
Foreign policy

part II:
Should developed countries see to welfare of underdeveloped countries?

(Ed. Note: This is the second part of a three-part series concerned with U.S. foreign policy, based on an article by Paul Ehrlich, graduate of Western Washington State College, Bellingham, Washington. This week: whether developed countries should see to the welfare of underdeveloped countries.)

Some authorities feel that, for their own good and safety, the developed countries should see to the welfare of the underdeveloped countries, although there are arguments in favor of the view that this is not necessary.

One such argument is that the UDC's are too far behind the DUC's to catch up, and that the problem of famine and poverty in the UDC's might get so bad that they would not be able to help themselves. This argument is based on the assumption that the UDC's would not have the ability to develop their own resources, even if they were given the chance to do so. However, it is not necessarily true that the UDC's would be unable to develop their own resources.

In fact, many of the developed countries have already started to develop their own resources, and are making significant progress in this area. For example, the UDC's have been able to develop their own oil and natural gas reserves, which have helped to reduce their dependence on imported energy.

Moreover, the developed countries have also been able to develop their own agricultural and manufacturing capabilities, which have helped to increase their standard of living. In recent years, many of the developed countries have also been able to develop their own technological capabilities, which have helped to improve their productivity and competitiveness in the global market.

Therefore, it can be seen that the developed countries have the resources and capabilities to develop their own resources, and that they should see to the welfare of the underdeveloped countries in order to ensure their own prosperity and safety.
Dear Dr. Dodson:

I would like to discuss this further, I will be glad to talk with you.

Dear Aerobics Department:

How about a picture of you with your column in the ARBITER? At least once, I would like to know what you look like. We would guess you are about 35 and very aerobically except, for a twinkle in your eye. By the way, I like your column.

Perkins Worth 1000 Words

Dear Sirs:

Thank you for your comment regarding my column.

Sincerely,

Mark Hassen

Dear Mixed Aerobicure:

Not only will this foreign student be able to learn such specific activities as I carry with American families to experience different cultures which would work both ways.

Youth tutor youth

A "youth tutoring youth" program initiated by the Boise State College of the American Red Cross needs Boise State students to work with younger students who need extra help.

Mrs. Mary Seitz at the Boise Student office says many requests for help from younger students have been received, and those working in the program report their jobs are very worthwhile.

For more information, contact Pat III at 334-1861 at the Boise office of the Red Cross, or the Social Work Center in the basement of the Administration Building. Persons interested to discuss the program with are Paul Bratton, Dan Binding, Director of Field Placement.
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March 8, 1971

March 7, 1971

March 1, 1971
Brent Petersen**

Moscow - The road is long and winding with many a pitfall. No one knows it better than a tired group of Bronco cagers who toiled through the 1971-72 season only to find it end on another losing note.

When things go bad everything happens, but the Broncos, who dropped the final six games on the road, the worst came the last weekend of the season. BSC dropped a 92-87 contest to Gonzaga Saturday at Spokane, losing in its last three minutes. They also fell to Idaho 88-63 Monday before a capacity crowd at Memorial Gymnasium in Moscow.

The losses rang down the curtain for the season and Coach Murray Satterfield's crew who ended the season with the 5-9 Big Sky Conference record and a lack luster 10-16 overall mark.

Saturday, the Broncos were on a Until crucial free throws put the Zags out of reach Monday night, three turnovers cost BSC six points and helped push the Vandals to a 15 point margin with 10 minutes to go in the second half.

The Vandals outshot BSC from the field by 44 to 38 percent, hiring 30 fielders out of 69 attempts while BSC managed 23 out of 62. But the Broncos had one of their best games all season from the charity stripe, cashing in on 14-17 free throws to 8-11 for Idaho.

Senior Bronco forward Ron Auburn put through 24 thalers against Gonzaga and added 21 in Moscow to end his career with 636 points and a 24.4 clip. The 6-2 cager from the Wood handled Big Sky scoring with 352 counters and a 25.1 mark for second place, behind Idaho State's Willie Hampe.

Austin had his greatest rebounding night yet against the Vandals, hauling in 17 while Wallace, the league's second leading rebounder, was held to seven in his last outing, giving the 6-6 hooper an even 11.0 average for the year.


Boise State scoring was handled by Austin's 20 points, Greg Buff followed with 17 and Ron Maxwell chipped in 12. But the big factor was a tough zone defense thrown up by Idaho, holding Austin to six tallies in the second half. After an husband had found the range for 14. prior to intermission.

Big Sky Standings as of March 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Regular Season</th>
<th>Conference %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WCU</td>
<td>14-2</td>
<td>77.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho State</td>
<td>13-3</td>
<td>81.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana State</td>
<td>12-4</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>12-4</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber State</td>
<td>12-4</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Idaho</td>
<td>10-6</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona State</td>
<td>10-6</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The table above shows the Big Sky Conference standings as of March 1. The season ended with Idaho State and Montana State in second place with identical records.

**A gift of Love**

**Molenais**

1207 Broadway 342-7968

You're welcome to come and look around - and should you like to make a purchase - some times, we'll give you a Student Discount and convenient terms.

**Complete Formal Rentals**

**ALEXANDERS**

CAMPUS SHOP

Ph. 343-5291

**Burger Chef**

7051 FAIRVIEW AVE.

**FISH & CHIPS**

**FREE CAR WASH**

with TEXACO GAS FILL-UP

HOT WAX...$50¢

Use your: Texaco Credit Card

BankAmericard

or MASTERCARD

OPEN 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. EVERYDAY

Larry Barnes Chevrolet

OK CAR WASH

30th and MAIN

**A new BRONCO HUT??!!**

is coming ? ! ?

**HAPPY** hour every Friday 5:00-7:00 pm

**FREE Bowl of Clam Chowder with purchase of reg. $1.10**

Fish and Chips order.

**Harbour House**

GROVE VISTA AVE.
Bronco thins take on Don in league tourney

The Chaffee Californians grab volleyball title

Chaffee Californians grab volleyball title

Gals cop win, eye Husky play

The Locker

by brent peterson

BRONCO THINS

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL CHAMPS CELEBRATE! These sevenCNmbered, left to right for the Chaffee Californians on the front row, are Herb Page, Greg Funford, Ron Franklin, Greg Brown, and Von Barge. Not pictured, but members of the championship team, are Red Westerkamp and Pat Gilford. Currently, we say for all school sports action is intramural basketball. (Photo by Mike Edmonds)

Chaffee Californians grab volleyball title

The Chaffee Californians of Home game defeat Ask at Independent League Championship match 21 in college intramural volleyball playoffs. The victory by Chaffee gave

The Locker
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BRONCO THINS

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL CHAMPS CELEBRATE! These seven

champions. handsome, cool. The trimmest lad in the squad was offered a deal which included the shirt and jacket with the name of the coach. The name of the 1914 team will be made up of a Junior College transfer and a high school student. The Bronco strong as a knowledgable man, the coaches. Merle Hinkle, Jim Brunswold, Herbert Hinkle and Doug Lowen will run the 880

Doug Wall, Charles Wood and Doug Stetson head the first list. Other strong events should be at the mile and mile and a half, where Hertz, Dr. and Lloyd will be starting the dashes.

The main feature which are found in the field events and in a lack of depth. However, Coach Lewis says the field events should strengthen with time as several other fields do not complete in the first meet.
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Gals cop win, eye Husky play

Gals cop win, eye Husky play

With ten seconds left in the game, Toni Turnbull sank two pressure-filled foul shots to secure a 26-23 victory over Eastern Oregon College. The low scoring game was beset with fouls and turnovers for both teams.

Penny Gilliswy fed bucketed 12 points to lead the BSC scorers. Toni contributed 6 points as did Barbara Turner. Diane Westerkamp and Turnbull both hauled in 12 rebounds and Barbara added 10 to the total.

The team travels to Pullman, Washington for the Northwestern Women's Basketball Championship. Teams will take a 61 record to Washington State Universities and hope to long back the championship to Boise.

This is the first time Boise State has entered a team in the tournament.

Gymnastics

Another season of eight colleges played in Salt Lake City at the University of Utah. Games ranged from the high school to the University to the upper which included the first game. The best of the 1914 team will be made up of a Junior College transfer and a high school student. The Bronco strong as a knowledgable man, the coaches. Merle Hinkle, Jim Brunswold, Herbert Hinkle and Doug Lowen will run the 880

Doug Wall, Charles Wood and Doug Stetson head the first list. Other strong events should be at the mile and mile and a half, where Hertz, Dr. and Lloyd will be starting the dashes.

The main feature which are found in the field events and in a lack of depth. However, Coach Lewis says the field events should strengthen with time as several other fields do not complete in the first meet.
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